
What’s new on Plesk Onyx
With our latest update, we’ve further aligned Plesk to the way 
today’s web professionals work, and the types of infrastructure 
that is used today for hosting websites and web applications. We 
focused on 5 main areas: Performance, SEO, WordPress, Security 
and Cloud integration. 

Improved onboarding for you and your customers
Simplified registration with social login
Quickly and conveniently get a trial license right after the first login 
Starting suggestions for users who are not familiar with Plesk

Performance tools 
Easily enable NGINX caching by checking a box

Plesk SEO Toolkit
Analyze your websites with Site Audit for common SEO issues and receive optimization 
recommendations
Instantly review  search engine crawler activity on your websites with Log File Analyzer
Track the ranking of your keywords and adapt your SEO strategy accordingly
Monitor your competitors and react to ranking changes quickly and intelligently

Enhanced WordPress Toolkit with caching
Smart Updates by AI using Deep Learning Technology to intelligently update your WP instances, 
plugins and themes 
Easy configuration of caching tools for your WordPress sites
Plugin and theme sets can be configured to come preinstalled with every new WP instance
Safer updates with additional restore points before updating WP or syncing data
Extra security with pingback attack protection
Enhanced UX and WordPress Management with screenshots of websites, improved File 
Manager and improved Apache & Nginx hosting settings page
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All-new Plesk Advisor
Expands systemwide and replaces ‘Security Advisor”
Recommendations, fixes and enhancements for security, performance, reputation, updates, 
backups and more

All-new SSL certificate manager+ ‘Keep me secured’ feature
Monitors and automatically secures Plesk, new domains, subdomains and webmail with SSL 
certificates
Choose from either Let’s Encrypt or Symantec SSL certificates
Upsell from free Domain Validation (DV) certificates to Organization Validation (OV) or 
Extended Validation (EV) certificates. 

Simply Secured 

Closer integration with Hyperscale Cloud services
Easy AWS integration with AWS toolbox (RDS, Route53)
Better backup-to-cloud experience or integrate your own cloud storage backup (Incremental, 
scheduled, self-restore, granular restoration for sites, files, databases, mail accounts and more)
Improved Cloud experience with passive FTP support and Maintenance mode

Smarter repairing and monitoring tools
Self-repair tool to find resource consuming processes without SSH and CLI  - no expert required!
Detect and limit resources by subscription to ensure infrastructure integrity 

Facelifted Plesk Extensions Catalog
Completely redesigned with intuitive navigation, rapid search, and fast auto-updates 
(within 24 hours)

Run on Schedule 
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